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Coin 
  Quiz

1. 
The phrase “e 

pluribus unum” 
appears on all 

U.S. coins. 

2. 
“Cent” is the 

correct term for 
a penny. 

3. 
Coins last about 
25 years when 

they are in 
regular use. 

4. 
The main metal 
used in making 

pennies is 
copper. 

5. 
A twenty-cent 

piece has never 
been issued as a 

U.S. coin.

True or 
   False?

ANSWERS: 1-true, 2-false (one-cent piece is the correct term), 3-true, 4-false (zinc is the main metal used), 5-false. 

jokes  &  riddles

Q: How do Eskimos 
make their beds?

A: With sheets of 
ice and blankets 

of snow!

Knock Knock!
Who’s there?

Lettuce.
Lettuce who?
Lettuce in, its 

freezing outside!

What am I? 
I can swim or walk 
for miles. I’m big 
with thick, white 
hair. I live up in 

the Arctic. I am a 
_________

A: Polar Bear

Answer
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Qualifications must be met on all 
loans. Rates and loan availability 
subject to change without notice. 
Your loan interest rate will be 
determined by your credit worthiness 
as well as other factors, such as the 
length of your loan. Savings Federally 
insured to $250,000 by the NCUA.

EATS & CRAFTS
Use your math and science skills to make winter treats and crafts. 

Be sure and ask your parents for permission and assistance.

Tortilla 
Snowflakes

These crispy treats are fast and easy. They make a perfect snack for a cold 
winter’s day, so be sure to make plenty and invite your friends! 

WHAT YOU NEED:
flour tortillas  /  scissors  /  powdered sugar  /  1/4 cup vegetable oil  /  skillet

WHAT YOU DO:
Warm the tortillas in the microwave, just enough to make them pliable, about 
10-15 seconds.

Carefully fold the tortillas into quarters.
Using scissors, cut snowflake shapes out of each tortilla, 
just like cutting a paper snowflake.

Heat vegetable oil in skillet on high until hot. Reduce heat to medium-high.
Fry tortilla until it is crispy. Adult supervision is needed when using hot oil.

Remove to paper towels to drain oil.

Sprinkle with powdered sugar or cinnamon sugar. Serve warm and enjoy!


